
Exterior Colourless System 
AQUATOP 2600-66

Colourless coating system 
now also for exterior
Teknos has extented the topcoat range by a col-
ourless topcoat which can be applied on out-
door surfaces – like wooden windows and doors, 
planned cladding etc. made of pine, spruce or 
larch wood.

Long-time wood protection
UV-light breaks down the lignin of the wood. The 
effect of UV light can lead to a photochemical re-
action of the substance materials in most types of 
wood. This can result in bleaching, yellowing or 
even to the darkening of the wood surface. The 
new coating system from Teknos provides strong 
protection against UV radiation and minimises the 
yellowing of the wood.

Maintain to keep beauty
The formulation technology chosen allows Teknos 
to offer a colourless exterior coating solution 

based upon today best knowledge. But to let 
the wood stay with its original and natural beauty 
timed maintenance is required. We cannot break 
the physical laws of UV-light or prevent discolora-
tion of the wood, but we have extended the pos-
sibilities by intelligent formulation.

EU regulations
We comply with the rules according to the VOC 
Directive. We work continuously to ensure that our 
products comply with the REACH regulations.

Give us a call
A call to Teknos is a quick and easy way to 
get sound advice if you are considering using 
AQUATOP 2600-66 for exterior colourless surface 
coating systems. 
Our technical support organisation are always 
ready to support you in designing your optimal 
coatings solution and application system.

In comparison with similar  
coating systems available 
on the market the Teknos 
solution minimises the 
yellowing of the wood  
Exterior Colourless 
Systems with AQUATOP 
2600-66 shown on the left) 
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Features and benefits

Layered coating solution where the product features of all three layers  
expand the durability of the treatment

State-of-the-art formulation technology where each selected raw material 
add to the benefit of the high translucency

Selected binder and blend of additives secures excellent flow

Durable coating system* which protects exterior wood from decay and yel-
lowing of the coating film

Colourless coating solution enhancing the natural look of the wood 

Perfectly smooth surface appearance in natural satin finish

Features Benefits

AQUATOP 2600-66

Recommended coating systems

Content

Packing

Wood preservative*

Intermediate 

Topcoat

Synthetic binder, special designed combination of 
UV-absorbers 

3,10, 20, 120, 1000 l

Softwood / Hardwood 
3-layers

GORI 356 / TEKNOL AQUA 1410

AQUAFILLER 6500

AQUATOP 2600-66

* Warranties to be set depending on exposure settings.

* Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.
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Satin look, system applied on Pine Wood (left) and Larch Wood (right). Colourless appearance highlights the natural look of the wood


